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CtrusroPHEJt RAy: TI>< Evolulio. 0/ &Llli";'),. Brislol. Philaddphia: Adam Hilger. 1987. xii. 211 
pp .• figs. 4 ponNiIS and bibliography. 

This book is nol, as its title misleadingly Nggcsts. a historical account of 'the evolution of 
relttivity', as f.i. the detailed study by Tonndtt I, but rather a aitical review about imponant 
concepts and principles in the contut of the geneuI theory of relativity in its various stagcs and 
variants after the initial formulation by Einstein in 191~. Its aim is ncl to give a well-balanced, 
chronological ttport on the gradual refinement aad enfolding of the concept of relativity along the 
lines of the history-cf.ideas-tradition, bul rather to upose the meaning-variants of central points as 
they became evident in fairly recent literature about gcnettl relativity (GTR), quantum gravity 
(QG) and spt.ce-t1me-structures. continuing the tradition of authors as GrUnbaum (1963·1973), 
Sklar (1974) or Friedman (1983). 

The special theory of rdativiry (STR) is deall with only marginally as limiting ease of the 
generalised theory for vanishing gravitational fields (f.i. p. 60), and its roots in the theory of 
decuons and electromagnetism aren't touched at all:, Ray selected -Ernst Mach and thc search 
for Woplicity- as his first topic to be dlscussed (chaptet one): it was Mach's phenomcnalistfally 
motivated demand that thc property of inertia should be correlated with other principally observ
able facts. later termed 'Mach's principle' by Einstein (compare p. 37). which became of heuristic 
importance for the gradual formulation of GTR after 1907 up to the first canonical formulation in 
late 1915. But Ray also deals with Mach's critique of the Newtonian arguments for absolute space 
(and time). carefully examining Newton's original argumentation in a style similar to Hugh M. 
Lacey" (3·11) and extensively reviewing the comple: discussion about pros and cons of absolutc 
spt.ce since Mach's M«runilc of 1883 (compare -Who's a&aid of .bsolute spt.ce-, p.37) ... Ray 
dcmolUtwes how M.ch's principle is subject to changes and various reformulations. f.i. by Sciama 
or Bl'IJlS and Dicke (in due course of attempts to implemcnt M.ch', original demand in the 
&.mework of GTR). in WIlcd.er's geomeuodynamics or Raine's integral reformulation of GTR (p. 
39 f.). 

In chapter two about -the foundations of the general theory of relativity-. Ray discusses the 
principles of equivalence' and covariance. again in junaposition of various senses (po 61 E.) and 
including an .ttempt to give a £air account of the status of these principles judged. from today's 
knowledge (pp. 71 fE.). 

Since Ray's focus is not on historical issucs, he happens to forget (or omit?) influential figures 
such IS the phYJicists V.A. Fock. orG. Mie. who both argued heavily against Enstei.n's demand ofa 
complete equivalence of all frames of rderence. but he cottectIy traces thc triviality suspicion 
coDceming general covariance back to Friedrich Kn:uchm&nn (1917) (p. 70). In coonection with 
Mach's principle. he never mentions Hans Thirring's early (1918) inquiry about possible solutioD.S 
of Einstein's 6eld equ.tions in harmony with M.ch's original intention '. Therefore: Ray can't 

I Hislo;" Ju principr k rt14tivill. Paris; AammarioD. 1971. 
1 Stt f.i. AI. Miller, Einsltin's Sp«i41 T~ry 0/ &14lwity ... • London: Addison.Wesley, 1981. 
, Bril. J. Phil. Sci .• 21 (1970). 317-342 . 
.. Alluding to a penetrating study by J. Earman in AwtrlllUJn Jouf7UIl 0/ Philosophy. 48 (1970), 

287·317; ciled inror=tly (!) in Ray's bibliography. p. 197. 
, Compare }. Nonon's receot paper in Studies in History and Pbilcsopby 01 Scimc~. 16 (198'). 

203-246 and nTlllum, ibid, 17 (1987), 131, not considered by Ray because of very recent publica
tion. 

6 -Obcr die Wirkuog rotiercnder femcr MasseD in dcr Einsteinschen Gravitationstheoric·, Physik. 
Zrilschri/l. 19 (1918). 33·38. and ·Erra .. •• ibid .• 22 (1921). 29·30. 
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claim to have given a fairly b.lanccd overview on the 'cvolution of relativity" not even since 191' 
as one could expect &om his chapter 1 (-Mainstream dass.iaJ Rdativity·). His selective procedure 
leads to a spotlight-like illumination of lOme poiots of special interest for physicists and phiJos
ophen of science. This limited task however is fulfilled excc.llently, without 100 much nutbcmat· 
ica1 fonnalism and yet detailed enough to give I fine-grained pictu.n: of complicated matters such IS 

l.i. causal eHt:ct.s of. topological hole (p. 136 E.), the meaning of the cosmic censonhip hypothesis 
(p. 139) or the argumentation leading to the Hawking·process of emissJ.on of radiation hom a black 
hole (p. 14' E.) (011 picked up hom his forth d.opter: "Classical and Quanrum Rdoti,jty"). Molly 
useful tethnical revievtJ andlor terminological distinctions inuoduccd by persons working Ictivdy 
in the 6dd (£.f. Hawking, Wheeler or Will) are intcgt'8ted into contat. Some interesting points IS 

fJ. the connection between cosmological roDStaot and QED vacuum renomWiutioD 7 could DOt 
be dealt with in Ray's quite condensed accounts. 

In his final chapter, entitled -Relativity _ Dead or Alive?-. Ray tries to integrate the result ofbis 
study into the ongoing debate among philosophers of science about the structure of scientiSc 
theories and.theit historical (r>evolution. He pleas • .,inst a Stltic view of science, normaUy fixed Ie 
periods of tcnacy and immuo.iz.ed bard-cores 414 Labtos and Kuhn and lor a modd of theories IS 

"evolnn,. dynamic theoretical contat" (p. 189) with ongoing proliferation of competing and 
mutually contradictory ideas gradually gaining in respectabiliry I . Sdentific theories should be seen 
in the: SCJJSC of Duhem.Quine·Hcsse's "network.view" (p. 190), and could be provisionally struc
tured into maiostrcam·variatiODS IDd supporting ideas and disputed JIW'8inaI dements (see his 
uble 00 p. 176). 

In some cases. a little mort: conttm about historical matters could have: been built in easily: 
instead of citing Mach's boob with the: irrelevant years in which Ihe: tran.slttions appeared. be 
could have introduced J.abeh combining it with the year of first appearance in originallanguagt; 
that u: not "Knowkd,...J E"", (1976)" (p. 2) but ' ... (190"1976)' etc. Some titles in the 
bibliograpby are incotteetly given in English translation although the pt;pers were wrinen in Ger· 
man'. 

Perhaps in a secoDd edition these minor slipsbods mJaht be improved; in toto Ray's book is 
highly recommendable for persons interested in a up-to-date review of the current horizon of 
knowlcdac concerning fundamental scientific problellU dealt with in GTR and related Iheoretical 
contests. 

, Flnt pointed out by Zeldooieh, Scv. Pbys. Urpekhi, 11 (1968), J81. 
I Eumples would be: the "increasing dominance oE the Robe.nsoo·Walker solutions· in cosmology 

(p. 191) or the slowaccomodation oE the pbysic4t', community to strange concepts ,uch as bt.ck 
holes and noked singulorities (fJ. p. U6) . 

• Sec: Einstein (1913), (1918), Einstein ood Grosomano (1914) ood Ktttschmano (1917). 


